
             Using video in Sponsored Content

Including video in your Sponsored Content means 
that you can position your brand’s video assets directly
in theLinkedIn feed. Combining video with Sponsored Content 
nables you todeliver TV ads, product demonstrations, video 
stories and thought leadership content. In 2019 we’ve decide to roll
out the capability to upload video directly to LinkedIn as part of your
Sponsored Content campaigns.

Advertise to professionals
Reach a highly engaged audience with native ads                                      
in a professional news feed across desktop and mobile.

Drive leads, build brand awareness, and nurture 
key relationships at every stage of your sales cycle.

Exceed your objectives

Build your ideal audience with LinkedIn profile data and 
your own audiences. Target on LinkedIn and beyond with 
LinkedIn Audience Network.

Target the professionals you want

Sponsored Content delivers your brand’s content 
in the LinkedIn feed, which is exactly where LinkedIn
members look to engage with relevant, useful content. 
Your content will appear as an update in the feed 
of your target audience, on smartphone, tablet and
desktop. You can sponsor an update to desktop that 
you posted to your company page, or you can
publish directly to the feed of your target audiences. 
This is a great way to tailor content to different
audiences, test and optimise.

Sponsored Content
Run native ads in the LinkedIn feed across 
desktop and mobile

Sponsored Content ads come in different formats

CAROUSEL ADS

Engage professionals through 
an interactive ad experience

SINGLE IMAGE ADS

Drive traffic to your website 
with a powerful visual

VIDEO ADS

Build awareness with in-feed 
videos
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Follow Best Practices

Best Practices
Sponsored Content is a powerful way to reach and build lasting relationships with professionals
in the LinkedIn feed.  Make the most of your campaigns with these tips for creating effective 
ads, using free tools, testing, and optimizing.

• Write ad headlines that are under 150 characters. Concise headlines lead to more engagement.

• Feature a clear CTA (call to action), so your audience knows how to act on their interest.

• Use Sponsored Content ad specs for more detailed information to guide your ad creation.

• Keep descriptive copy under 70 characters. Note that anything over 100 characters could be truncated
on desktop.

• Embed larger images instead of standard thumbnails. An image size of 1200 x 627 pixels is recommended.  
Content with larger visuals tend to get up to 38% higher CTR (click-through rates).

• Be specific with ad targeting, but not so specific that you narrow your audience. Choose location and two
other targeting cireteria to start, and follow ad targeting best practices.

• Repurpose your own content. Remember to check
  your blog, website, and social media channels
  instead of creating new content every time.

• Use rich media (like video, audio, or other element) 
  by incorporating YouTube, Vimeo, and SlideShare 
  videos. They play right in the LinkedIn feed, so your 
  audience can engage organically.

• Run A/B tests to compare multiple messages or 
  versions of your ad creative. You’ll see which one 
  resonates most with your target audience.

Utilise Sponsored Ads to reach the right audience 

• Include 2-4 ads in each campaign Campaigns with 
  more ads usually reach more people 
  in your target audience.


